ADDENDUM NUMBER TWO

November 16, 2018

PROJECT NAME: STORM EYE INSTITUTE CHILLER REPLACEMENT
PROJECT LOCATION: STORM EYE INSTITUTE
PROJECT NUMBER: H51-9841-ML

1. Non-Mandatory pre-bid sign-in sheet is attached.

1. MODIFICATIONS TO THE SPECIFICATIONS
   A. In reference to front end spec section 011000 “Summary of Work”, the waterproof enclosure described in the first paragraph is the modular mechanical equipment enclosure specified in section 133423.

2. CHANGES TO DRAWINGS
   A. Replace drawing M201 with drawing M201 attached to this addendum.
      Change modifies verbiage on modular mechanical enclosure.

3. QUESTIONS FROM CONTRACTORS
   A. Are there any warranties on the roofs for Storm Eye or Children’s Hospital Roofs?
      Response: No.
   B. What timeframe will be allowed for the crane setup/teardown.
      Response: The horseshoe looks to be the best location for lift(s). The horseshoe can be closed on Friday at noon and through the weekend for lifts but would need to open Monday morning. If you want to use Ashley Ave., you would have to check with the city to see what they would allow.
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